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The fact of the matter is that several personality 
tests revealed that there’s a reason to my being the 
way that I am - I teeter on the edge of psychopathy. 
Please don’t get me wrong; I’m not in any way 
violent (besides just the regular old Russian ten-
dencies), I love animals and my family and friends. 
But I also enjoy watching YouTube videos of 
people being mauled on safaripeople being mauled on safaris. I guess you can say 
it’s a genetic quirk. 
This Volume explores just that - the genetic quirks, 
the death of the wrong cell and celebrates what 
makes us unique and different. Something that 
makes us stand above the rest of the world’s popu-
lation. 

Welcome to the issue. 

Apoptosis is the death of cells that occurs as a normal 
and controlled part of an organism's growth or develop-
ment. That is the theme of this book, however there’s a 
catch. What if one thing has gone wrong? 
Just one cell has died that shouldn’t have died. What 
would happen then? 
I was curious to see how artists would go about creating 
something that is just a bit “off”, just a bit peculiar and 
strange.
YYou see, I myself have always been a bit off. I have 
enjoyed things that a proper lady should not find so 
curious. Things such as horrid diseases, insect procre-
ation, wild animals tearing their prey to pieces, etc. I 
have never been as they say a girly girl; I’ve always been 
one of the boys and have always sided with men despite 
looking like a pin up of a bygone era. 











































































































 | Styled by Elena Iv-skaya |  Model: Mélanie Telegone | 
 | Make-up: Florence Delaunay | 

























































































 | Model - Amanda Kerr   |  Hair & Makeup by Richard J |  
Styled by Mark John Tripp  |  Assisted by Chris Corridore  









































 | Shot on location @chillydash  | 

















































































































































 | Photography by Aeschleah DeMartino  | Wardrobe by Nicolette Mishkan  | Set Design by Sarah Panah
 | Assistant stylist - Laura Johnson | Story by Seraphina Lach |

All clothing by Zana Bayne and Desiree Klein
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